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1. Introduction

Storyteller Ben Macfadyen joined Deveron Arts in winter 2015-16 for his project 300 Years to
Grow. He responded to Caroline Wendling’s Oaks and Amity project by creating a new story for
the White Wood, which was planted by the Huntly community to commemorate the centenary of
the outbreak of World War One, in March 2015.
Ben’s story engages with the timeframe of the oak trees, which take 300 years to reach maturity,
as well as ideas of peace, pacifism, local war history and ecology. By asking the community ‘in 300
years’ time, what will these trees see?’ he trigged reflections on current notions of peace and on
how our actions will impact the future environment. Ben explored these issues on both a global
and local scale, by cycling to the COP21 Climate Negotiations in Paris and by hosting local events;
such as COP21: Huntly and Sustainability Action Lunch.
The major output of the project was the creation and telling of The White Wood Story. Alongside
Moroccan musician Omar Afif, Ben led a group on a musical procession to the wood where the
story was told for the first time, in both January and in May for The White Wood Gala: the official
launch in the Bin Forest. The story was accompanied by music from Omar and gave a voice to all
of the components of the environment including Creatures, Trees, Land, Light and Children, whilst
travelling from the local to the global; from Huntly, to trench warfare and further back still to the first
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micro-organisms on the planet. The story builds on the ideas of the White Wood, developing it as a
community space and as a platform for further creative activity.
Ben returned to Huntly in October 2016 to work on the legacy of the story. Working with many
community groups, including the school, scouts, churches and care homes, Ben focused on the
individual perspectives within his story and used them to reach different people. Ben worked with
participants on what they thought of the final story and the narratives within and has generated
much material surrounding peace and ecology. The legacy of the story will be further promoted
through a publication representing the story, its participants and its future.
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2. The Artist

Ben Macfadyen
Ben Macfadyen is a collaborative artist, facilitator and storyteller. Having studied anthropology at
the University of Sussex, Ben has since spent much time working with community theatre projects,
youth choirs, and various outreach organisations using a range of methods from puppeteering to
musical intervention, storytelling and play. His work explores transformation, peace, resilience and
sustainability and he is inspired by the ways in which the stories we tell can transform our world,
fostering powerful, caring communities and environments. He has collaborated extensively with
Feral Theatre, co-leads the Catalyst course, residential youth leadership training, and works as a
freelance schools drama artist and storyteller for organisations including Eco Drama, Scotland.
Ben was inspired by the White Wood Project as an emblem of the gathering of community around
remembrance of past conflicts and as a space for honouring peace now and in the future. He was
particularly interested in exploring what diversity, community, memory and place meant to the
people of Huntly. Ben’s interest in the historical connections of the project, his interest in the
people involved, his dedication to environmental concern and his energetic and moving storyteller
abilities, were key to the success of his project with Deveron Arts.

Hi I’m Ben!
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3. Context

Artistic Context
The White Wood Story takes its inspiration from Caroline Wendling’s Oaks & Amity, which in turn
was inspired by Joseph Beuys’ 7000 Oaks. Beuys’ way of thinking and producing art as force of
social transformation engages art, ecology and people together.
7000 Oaks was part of the art festival Documenta 7, in 1982, and was proposed to ‘reforest’
Kassel through the planting of 7000 oak trees throughout the city. As Kassel was heavily bombed
during the second world war, Beuys’ project explored a new way of regenerating the city, using the
planting of oaks as a symbol for ‘regenerating the life of humankind within the body of society’.
Caroline Wendling, who joined Deveron Arts in autumn 2014, used her project to engage with
Beuys’ 7000 Oaks, both conceptually and physically. Using acorns gathered from Beuys’ oaks,
Caroline planted a community wood in Bin Forest, Huntly, enlisting the help of over 150 volunteers
from the community.
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Location and path to the White Wood

Funding for a project to connect the White Wood to COP21 was secured in Summer 2015.
Discussions with the Deveron Arts team culminated in the idea that a storyteller could be
commissioned to secure and narrate the legacy of the White Wood, and that this could shift focus
to future environmental concerns and the current relevance of a peace wood. Advice on
commissioning a storyteller was sought from the Scottish Storytelling Centre and then job
opportunity adverts were posted online. Deveron Arts received eight shortlisted applications. Each
candidate was asked to perform a five minute story over skype and answer questions about how
they would approach the brief. The two main objectives from the commission were: creating a story
that would be told in 300 years’ time, and connecting activities in Huntly to wider global concerns,
specifically the 2015 Climate Negotiations in Paris.

The 300 year timespan of the project allows us to look forward to a future world, try to imagine how
that will look, and attempt to secure the legacy of the story of the White Wood. The White Wood
engages with aural traditions and the team and Caroline Wendling were interested in the idea of
folk tales and storytelling as a method for ensuring knowledge of the White Wood would travel.
Also of interest was the idea planting one of Beuys’s oaks in Paris. The French stone buried under
each oak will only be visible when the matured roots of the tree push them up. This action will
symbolically bring together three countries: Scotland with its soil and landscape, Germany with its
oaks (and ideas from Beuys) and France with the stones taken from beneath the battlefields.
The White Wood is a living monument to peace and a place to contemplate the legacy of peace in
post-war Europe. It is about finding a way and creating a site where we can reflect collectively on
the fragility of the peace that has been shared between European nations since the end of WWII. It
is about creating a new ecology for the future, aware of peace’s tenuous nature. Caroline’s project,
and Ben’s subsequently, looks to the future of our nations through the lifespan of an oak.
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Theoretical Context
The different layers of this project expanded the idea of a ‘residency commission’, including not
just workshops and storytelling but walking, one to one conversation, and travel as parts of the
practice. The commission asked, ‘where is story really located? how can it be maintained for a long
time?’
The project and the story grew out of a disappointment with the way that WWI and other wars are
commemorated, and the way that certain narratives are privileged over others. What other ways of
remembering are there, what other stories can we tell? Memory, and the act of remembering, can
play a central role in preventing future conflict. Peace is not just an effect of war, a period between
them, or an absence, but something that can be defined positively, in a yet unwrought language,
as a dynamic engagement with others.
Ben developed The White Wood Story after a long period of care and dedication to get to know the
people of Huntly, whose wood this is. Ben was interested in the method of storytelling and aural
tradition itself, and how that connected to Beuys and the creation of myth and folklore. He
experimented with different methods of collecting recollections and ideas from varied perspectives
in

the

community.

This

included

Farmers Markets, engaging people
with

a

question,

workshops

with

children, activities with young adults,
memory

sharing

in

care

homes,

attending presentations at the church,
reading Huntly Express archives, one
to one conversations over coffee and
general activity in the community to
raise awareness of the project.
Ben focused on ideas of traditional historical narrative, playing with metaphor and anecdote in his
story. Very real concerns such as the often-glorified nostalgic accounts of war and pressing
environmental concerns in current day, manifest through varying perspectives in five different
accounts of how the White Wood came to be. In Ben’s story, Creatures, Trees, Land, Light argue
over the roots of the Wood’s origins, before the Children halt the discussion and point out the
relevance of multiple perspectives, how stories grow and develop as oaks do, and the importance
of listening and communication towards a peaceful future. Ben gives each of these aspects a
voice, channelling the voices of Huntly towns folk and the unique stories they shared with him.
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Political and Historical Contexts
Delegates from across the United Nations gathered in late 2015 for the Paris Climate Conference
(COP21), aiming to achieve a legally binding and universal agreement on climate change. In
response to COP21, we held with Ben our own mini climate change conference, discussing the
global issues of climate change and how the local community of Huntly could respond. We asked.
what does it mean to follow Geddes' directive and ‘think global, act local’?
Ben Macfadyen had a prior involvement in cultural and political activism surrounding a planned
relay to the COP21 talks in Paris. Deveron Arts and Ben shared an interest in connecting the story
of the White Wood with contemporary ecological and environmental debates. Having already
planted an oak in Venice in the culmination of Anthony Schrag’s Lure of the Lost, it has become a
long term aim to populate war-involved countries with a Beuys’ Kassel oak. Deveron Arts also
connected with artist Monique Besten through interest in COP21. Monique walked from Barcelona
to Paris, in a suit, reaching the conference and, like Ben, taking part in activism and awarenessraising. Deveron Arts has since worked with Monique.

The goal of COP21 was to achieve a legally binding agreement on climate change to curb
greenhouse gas emissions around the globe and prevent the irreversible 2°C rise in temperature.
The potential effects of climate change are overwhelming and it’s hard to contemplate what impact
we, as individuals and communities, can make. A 2°C rise might not seem like a lot, but effects
could be catastrophic with floods on one side of the globe and droughts on the other. How can we
think past these incomprehensible facts and figures thrown at us, and not become paralysed by
them, but instead look towards the development of locally organised opportunities that have a
global outlook?
2015 marked 70 years since the end of WWII and the period of 2014-2018 is significant as 100
years since WWI. Ben incorporated wartime imagery into his project, utilising white feathers,
artillery boxes and leading walks and activities on days such as Remembrance Day. Ben’s project,
though routed in historical events, addressed the wider implications of climate change, how these
may affect small communities, like Huntly, and how we can act locally to create more sustainable
models for the future. Peace and sustainability go hand in hand and Ben actively tied them
together in the Story and the programme of events his project produced.
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Social and Community Contexts
During his first visit in 2015, Ben spent time getting to know Huntly, the history of the White Wood
and the people involved. Returning in January 2016 he shaped the story, influenced by tales
gathered from the community about the Bin Forest, the planting of the White Wood and people’s
relationships to woodlands. With a background in environmental activism, Ben brought ideas of
peace, pacifism and ecology to the forefront of his narrative, looking at each through the lifespan of
the oak tree. Returning in October 2016 Ben made the final edit of his story, tailoring it to
community response, and began work on ensuring its legacy.
Working closely with Rachael, the
Local Programmer for Deveron Arts,
and

then

Worker,

Art
Ben

and

Community

made

personal

connections with various groups in
the community. There was a series
of public events with 300 Years to
Grow

which

reached

over

600

people, but also a full programme of
interactions

between

Ben

and

individuals in the community for a
more

intimate

understanding

of

Huntly, helping him to develop the
story.

These

additions

to

independent Deveron Arts events
meant that Ben’s project reached a
range of ages and groups of people,
some new to Deveron Arts’ projects.
The

timespan

of

his

residency

allowed him to form friendships and
encourage

new

people

to

get

involved and feel part of the project.

Ben and Rachael took part in quality of participation sessions with Fiona Alderson from Networks
of Wellbeing, facilitated by Creative Scotland and Artworks Scotland. This encouraged discussion
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and experimentation with different ways to involve participants in the forming and result of a
project. Ben worked over several weeks with The Gordon Schools developing a performance of
the story and workshops on peace in our time. With the primary school he led puppet making and
further peace workshops. Walks were taken with various members of the community, including
historian Patrick Scott and Ben held recorded conversations with local butchers, parishioners and
residents of care homes. He led sessions with Scouts and Brownies, joined the Huntly Writers on

several occasions, engaged the Market-goers through seasonal pursuits such as apple-pressing
for peace, and delivered two Friday Lunches

Between the start and end of Ben’s project, over 50 refugees were resettled in Huntly. The Syrian
new Scots were invited to the wood and shared in the day exploring peace and sustainability in
Huntly. Ideas of freedom of movement and world peace were central to Ben’s project and
welcoming the Syrians to share in occasions such as the White Wood Gala, was extremely
important.
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4. Events
Farmers’ Market: Story Hairst
7 November 2015, The Square, Huntly
Ben used Deveron Arts’ market stall to engage
with the Huntly community. He asked them to
donate stories to gather personal experiences of
woodland and to gain insight from those who
helped to plant the White Wood.

Spokes for Oaks
14 November 2015, Huntly Square
A cycling event for the first leg of Ben’s journey
from Huntly to the COP21 International Climate
Change Conference in Paris. The group travelled
with Ben to Gartly, where they then returned to
Huntly, cycling 10 miles, leaving Ben to continue
on to Edinburgh.

COP21: Huntly
28 November 2015, Stewarts Hall, Huntly
After cycling to the UN’s climate change negotiations in Paris, in December, the debate was
brought back to Huntly as Ben hosted a COP21 Huntly mini-conference. This
transported the global discussions to a local and rural level, making people question: in 300 years,
what will these trees see? This panel discussion was in collaboration with Creative Carbon
Scotland.

The panel started global and headed local: long-standing environmental activist Cliff Jones set the
scene, describing first-hand accounts of the effects of climate change and the melting of
permafrost; Dr Liz Dinnie of the James Hutton Institute spoke of the importance of community led
projects that deal with local problems; James Reid provided us with an alternative holistic solution
to food production through permaculture; and Iain Findlay of the Forres Transition Network made
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an appeal that, along with the development of new sustainable and resilient forms of community,
the larger systems of governments and corporations must be challenged too.
Ben facilitated an open-space discussion, asking us: what are the greatest challenges faced by
towns like ours, and how can we individually and collectively deal with them? Ben linked these
local issues to the global discussion personally, by co-cycling one of our oaklings from Huntly to
Paris for the conference.

Sustainability Action Lunch
22 January 2015, Deveron Arts Office, Huntly
A lunch for inspiring discussion of sustainability in the local community, bringing like-minded
people together to create bridges and connections between different groups and individuals.
Amongst attendees were representatives from Scottish Sculpture Workshop, Keith Rural
Environmental Action Project, Huntly and District Development Trust, Tap o’ Noth Permaculture
and individuals with a particular interest.

The White Wood Story
23 January 2015, Bin Forest
After spending months engaging with the community to write a text that would suitably represent
the White Wood, Ben led the first performance of The White Wood Story in the newly planted wood
on the 23 January.
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The event started at Huntly War Memorial, where people met to walk up to the White Wood. Omar
Afif distributed traditional Gnawa dresses and a mixture of percussion instruments, including
maracas, drums and castanets. This created a musical procession through Huntly, via The Gordon
Schools, Gordon Primary School, Huntly Castle, the Castle Hotel and Cleanbrae up to the wood.
The group concluded the procession with a ceremonial walk around the oak saplings, to establish
a path around the trees, before settling to hear the story.

White Wood Gala
26 & 28 May 2015, Bin Forest, Huntly
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Having worked extensively with pupils from art, drama and music, Ben returned to Huntly for the
White Wood Forum and Gala to perform The White Wood Story with them. On Thursday 26 May,
Ben joined the pupils in the wood for the opening of the event where they performed the story in
front of invited guests, which later featured on STV news.

On Saturday 28 May, as part of the White Wood Gala programme, Ben performed the Story to
over 100 guests, including lifelong environmentalist Satish Kumar, with music by Omar Afif.

Farmers Market: Apple Pressing for Peace
1 October, The Square, Huntly
Originally from Somerset, Ben took advantage of apple season and asked people to bring along
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their apples to the market for fresh juicing. Ben made labels for each bottle and, linking ideas of
peace with human kindness, asked people to describe an act of kindness and write it on each
bottle to then trade with another.

Lunchtime Talk: Renga Poetry for Peace
7 October, DA Office, Huntly
In commemoration of National Poetry Day, Ben led a Renga Poetry session. Renga is a 700 year
old Japanese form of collaborative poetry writing used between conflicting merchants and nobles
to encourage peace and creativity. Ben complimented the lunch with homemade sushi and led
participants through the process together.

5. Education and Outreach

The Gordon Schools
Ben spent considerable hours with English, Drama, Photography, Art and Languages departments
at the school on each of his three
visits.
He took them to the wood on
significant

occasions

such

as

Remembrance Day and told stories
from different perspectives of our
world. He worked on The White
Wood Story with them, turning it
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into a performance they could work on throughout the year, impacting their curriculum. Costumes
were made, music worked on with Omar, and dramatic interpretations practiced. He asked 400
pupils what their thoughts on peace were. They wrote these on feathers, learning about
conscientious objectors, and made a magnificent stag for the performance.

Ben led workshops in peace and sustainability with pupils studying English, with activities such as
interviews with trees. And he worked extensively with school teachers too to gain a further
understanding in methods of education and how messages of peace could make a difference and
be incorporated into learning.

Gordon Primary School
Ben worked with the pupils developing a
puppet show of the story, having them
make figures for each perspective, act out
the dialogue, drum the soundtrack and
help with the lighting. This was shown in
The Gordon Schools drama department in
January 2016. Ben hopes to develop a
learning pack to send to Gordon Primary
School to ensure the legacy of The White
Wood Story and its messages of peace.

Upon his return in October 2016, Ben led
several workshops with around 100 pupils.
Ben asked them to help draw aspects of the
story. Following this, to emphasise wider
teachings of peace, Ben led a workshop in
which pupils drew a perfect peaceful world in
groups. They then swapped groups and had
to destroy a different group’s world, before
returning to their original drawing. The
exercises Ben led with the pupils were
experimental and engaging, encouraging them to think about the present and future.
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Scouts and Brownies
In October 2016, Ben visited the Brownies to help them
with their Gardening Badge. After telling them The White
Wood Story, they wrote a thought for peace on an oak
leaf, before planting a bulb. Brownies is about smallscale peace and helping with one’s community. Ben
complimented this message.

With the Scouts, Ben made a large paper and willow stag
to represent the stag from the story. Antlers were
fashioned out of wood on Battlehill before they worked on
getting a fire going for a ceremonial burning. Utilising
learned practical teachings in survival skills, with the
poetic narrative of the story, Ben engaged the group in
an exciting and educational activity.

Environmental Aspects
Public events such as Sustainability Action Lunch and COP21: Huntly brought conversations on
sustainability and climate change to the forefront of Ben’s activity in Huntly. However, Ben found
other ways to engage the community in environmental concerns. From asking them to consider the
world in 300 years time and draw it on a postcard, to questioning what objects represent peace, to
speaking with local farms such as Coldwell, and retired farmer John Gordon he gained an
understanding of land use in Aberdeenshire.
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Elderly Generation
Ben went into Balhousie Care Home to hear their recollections of war and peace and stories of
their relatives. Ben has a personal and historical connection to the story of The Great Escape and
bonded particularly with one resident who shared that connection. He also attended church
meetings and met with several members of Episcopalian Christ Church and the Catholic Church in
Huntly, asking them about their faith and how that linked with peace for them.
Other
Generally, Ben made many friends
and acquaintances in Huntly and
involved them in his process. He
recorded conversations to collect
stories, invited people to lunches,
shared with groups such as Huntly
Writers

and

kept

a

consistent

programme of engagement. On Ben’s
final morning in Huntly he met Petra
of Mellifluoum Petricarna, who had
performed at the White Wood Gala,
and joined her and her dance partner for movement in the White Wood.
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6. Marketing

Print
-

Poster distributed for each public event, at various locations around town centre

-

2000 copies printed of three newsletter runs, dispersed nationally

-

Regular press coverage surrounding the projecy

Digital
-

Regular tweets, facebook posts, and instagram

-

Mentions of project progress and events in e-newsletters

Word of Mouth
-

Farmers Markets

-

Friday Lunches

-

Presence at events

-

Presence in community

Attendance Numbers
300 Years to Grow Event 2015-16
Farmers' Market: Story Hairst
Remembrance Wreaths
Spokes for Oaks
Photography Trip
COP21: Huntly
Sustainability Action Lunch
White Wood Story
Gordon Schools Workshops 2015
Gordon Primary Puppetry
Paris Cycle
White Wood Gala Performance 26th
White Wood Gala Performance 28th
Church Talks
Brownies Storytelling
Gordon Schools Workshops 2016
Gordon Primary Workshops 2016
Apple Pressing Farmer Market
Scouts Stag Burning
Poetry Night
Orbs Storytelling
Friday Lunch: Renga
TOTAL

Events
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
30

Participants
30
30
4
12
25
18
21
150
60

Onlookers
100
30

200
40
40
4
28
45
100
30
10
20
15
11
693
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7. Media
The project got strong coverage in local press, such as Huntly Express and Knock News, and also
nationally in The Herald. Photographer Ross Fraser McLean was hired as photographer of the
White Wood Gala. Moira Jeffrey covered the piece in her writings on Creative Carbon Scotland
projects. The project was featured in the following places:

Press Coverage
2015-2016

Date

Press

Title

20/11/2015

The Huntly Express

Respected trio to head up climate change
discussion

4/01/2016

The Herald Scotland

From tiny acorns Huntly sapling will grow to giant
artwork

21/01/2016

Creative Carbon
Scotland

From Below: A Visual Arts Reflection on ArtCOP
Scotland, Part I

21/01/2016

Creative Carbon
Scotland

From Below: A Visual Arts Reflection on ArtCOP
Scotland, Part II

22/01/2016

The Huntly Express

If you go down to the woods…

1/02/2016

The Knock News

The White Wood & 300 Years to Grow

5/02/2016

The Huntly Express

Primary Pupils Help Out at Play Time

12/02/2016

The Huntly Express

It's Story Time in the Woods

19/02/2016

The Huntly Express

Deveron Arts Chat

1/07/2016

The Leopard

Celebrating the true value of trees

30/09/2016

The Huntly Express

Deveron Arts Chat

12/10/2016

Commonspace

How the White Wood – a living monument to
peace – is bringing a community together
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8. Evaluation/Reflection
The aim of Deveron Arts commissioning a storyteller was to secure the legacy of the White Wood
and create a narrative that would engage and educate future generations understand and use the
space for reflection and activities surrounding peace and sustainability.
It became clear during the interview process, that a storyteller and a storywriter are two different
things. One excelling in the dramatics of performance, the other skilled in narrative structure. This
proved not to be a problem concerning Ben Macfadyen. A truly skilled storyteller, Ben had the
experience and dedication to not only write a fitting story, but to do so with a long and inclusive
interaction with the people of Huntly.
The methods of working during Ben’s project exemplify positive ways of approaching the town is
the venue, Deveron Arts’ methodology for working in Huntly, without a gallery. Ben’s project
provoked a full programme of scheduled events from COP21: Huntly to poetry reading, lunches
and walks, reaching over 600 participants. However, Ben’s project was most successful in its
reach to such varying groups of people, and the practice of identifying and going to their tables,
with their involvement in the resulting The White Wood Story.
During his first two visits, Ben and Rachael worked together in identifying representatives and
groups showcasing a wealth of different perspectives in Huntly. Ben engaged with young and old,
at markets, in classes, personally and in professional contexts. On his return, we identified specific
groups that could respond to the five sections in The White Wood Story. Ben took the lessons of
Creatures, Trees, Land, Light and Children to different audiences and tuned his story to their
reactions and input, resulting in a fully participant-centred project. He impacted school curriculum,
raised awareness of the White Wood, and brought environmental issues to the forefront of the
project.

Events such as the first telling of The White Wood Story in January and the performances of it in
May, were met with generally positive reviews. At the first performance, Ben asked people to write
down what they thought on an oak leaf. At the Gala, Deveron Arts faced a review from Creative
Scotland. It was also suggested that the story was a fantastic performance, and when read was
poignant, educational and a tribute to the wood, but that in writing, it lacked the same quality. Ben
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edited the story after the suggestion in January that one part of the story was jarring – a scene
where the children eat their guiding stag. He changed the story to match this reaction and
subsequently considered its length after studying the feedback from Creative Scotland after May.
Ben was dedicated to this being a story for Huntly and for the White Wood, and was never
precious or negative towards suggestions and input from people.
Ben is a very ambitious artist and often wanted to overload himself with work, new ideas and extra
project outcomes. We worked through all these ideas together, deciding which would complement
the project, and which would saturate it. For example, Ben was committed to populating a Peace
Objects box and burying it in the wood during the Gala. It was felt this would both distract from the
story, and duplicate previous activities in Huntly. The box still sits in Deveron Arts and Ben does
intend to ask people for an object of peace on his travels, but in an organic and durational way.
The story itself gives a varied and balanced perspective of war, the White Wood, and the future.
Broken into five sections, it allows us to emphasise with others, teaches us to listen and
encourages us to share. Ben was hardworking and energetic throughout the project and the
resulting story demonstrates his attentive methods of engaging the Huntly community.
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9. Legacy
Ben spent the final month of his residency considering the legacy of his project. He worked with
various community groups, generating thoughts and material on the final edition of The White
Wood Story.
In early 2017, Deveron Arts hopes to begin work on a publication representing the project and
featuring the story. The story will be shown in its five parts – Creatures, Trees, Land, Light and
Children – with material from the various events and interactions of the project, dispersed between
to highlight the story and its teachings in practice and in the context of Huntly.
For Ben’s town collection piece, he intends to
write the story out using calligraphic text, and
hopes to showcase it in Gordon Primary
School. He also hopes to write an educational
pack to insert The White Wood Story into the
curriculum there and ensure it is sustained.
The aim is for every child in Huntly to hear the
story and understand its historical roots, it’s
present relevance and it’s hope for a peaceful
future.
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Appendix
Report and The White Wood Story
By Ben Mali Macfadyen
“If we will have the wisdom to survive,
to stand like slow growing trees
on a ruined place, renewing, enriching it...
then a long time after we are dead
the lives our lives prepare will live
here, their houses strongly placed
upon the valley sides...Memory,
native to this valley, will spread over it
like a grove, and memory will grow
into legend, legend into song, song
into sacrament.
-From Work Song, Part 2: A Vision
by Wendell Berry
300 years to grow, 300 years to stand, 300 years to die. The White Wood will grow for generations, but what of the
stories of the place? What of their legacy? Ideas have the potential to outlive us just as trees do, but to create
cultures of remembrance takes committed care as well as the promise to cultivate peace in our own lives and
never forget the destruction and loss that has been the tapestry of our collective histories. Stories have the power
to do this. To shape our reality and through myth create ourselves anew.
In telling of my time in Huntly I could recall the events, the many milestones of creation, the weather… but I found
it was the interactions that really made my residency come alive, both from the power of the shifting landscape
itself (I had the privilege of seeing Huntly through every season), as well as of course my connections with the
people of the town. I will therefore journey my way through a year of stories as they were told to me, in an attempt
to lay the page on which the White Wood Story has been written. It is a tale of kindness and creativity, the product
of which I hope will live on in some form for many years to come.
The ‘great’ war of 1914-1918 cost the lives of almost 150,000 Scottish soldiers, alongside an undocumented
number of rural Scots who died from trench-borne diseases they had no resistance to. In sharing the weight of this
history I found this figure garnered little reaction, particularly from school pupils. Children are bombarded every
day by imagery that glorifies brutal conflict alongside meaningless figures of distant lives lost. But storytelling can
be used to powerfully make that connection to the personal. To imagine someone as young as 16 facing a swarm
of bullets with no armour, stepping bravely into to a sea of wire, mud and the countless dead. Echoes of this loss
sit silently in this land for from the trenches, from ruined homes of the Cabrach to cairns of stones laid by departing
soldiers who never made it back to remove them. Those that survived to return rarely spoke of the atrocities they
experienced. An elderly woman at a coffee morning in Stewarts Hall told me that her father returned from the
trenches with only one leg, but his experience was so traumatic that no one was ever allowed to speak about it.
Often when he left the house this woman would sneak into the attic to unearth his metal false leg - “to feel how
heavy it was”. This image of children in the attic sensing the weight of past loss became a central image of the
White Wood Story.
This is just one of countless tales I was told. Memories that shape local experiences, so often left untold.
It is through the direct experience of place that stories come alive, and so it was on a clear Autumn day in
Aberdeenshire I made my first pilgrimage to the White Wood. I sat in the quiet beauty of the place, sketching the
site, reflecting on the movement of birds and wind, observing the placing of sounds and the presence of onlooking
pine, birch and aspen. It was almost as if I was asking the wood to present it's story to me. Journeying
home I found myself speaking to a friendly dog walker who turned out to be Patrick Scott, a local historian. It
wasn’t long before I was clambering through the woods searching for hidden caves where Huntly soldiers hid
explosives during WWII, accompanied by lively accounts of how the area had changed over the generations.
The first task of a storyteller is to welcome in the mythic, and with The White Wood half that work was already in
place, testament to the amazing level of care and vision of artist Caroline Wendling, along with the skills of
Deveron Arts and local people who had already invested so much into creating the place. The many strands that
created the site included oak saplings from acorns planted by Joseph Beus, stones gathered by school pupils in
Lochnagar crater, and of course the ancient history of the Bin Forest itself. It quickly became clear that my role
wasn't to create a story as much as it was to allow the place and people to share their story with me, and then to to
attempt to use the power of myth to weave a culture of remembrance around the wood. To plant a story with the
same level of intention with which the trees were planted.
I had some important questions to ask What stories of peace are already being told here?
What could cultures of remembrance look like?
How can cultivating new myths catalyse a deeper experience of place and empowerment towards creating
peaceful futures?

The following months I immersed myself in further interactions that stitch by stitch began to form the tapestry of the
White Wood Story. These took many different forms - informal conversations prompted by images and objects
such as vibrant and insightful encounters at Belhousie care home; formal interviews with local historians, farmers,
writers, artists, long-term Huntly residents and those involved in the original White Wood planting; workshops with
nearly 300 school pupils using drama, drawing, music, games, writing, walking, sculpture, ritual and nature
connection to inspire as well as to gather content for the story; and events in the town to gather stories including
two town market 'Story Hairst' sessions and Friday lunches.
By the end of this process I was overwhelmed by the breadth of perspectives that formed the wood and was left
questioning which story should be the 'right' one to tell. Then one morning I was guided through the wood by the
wise self-proclaimed 'treehugger' Steve Brown, a forestry expert who contributed a great amount to creating the
wood. We spoke of soils and trees, of monocrop forestry and peace. "The thing is" he told me, "there just isn't
enough diversity of thinking". It was then that I realised that the story of the place and of peace weren't one tale,
but a collection of diverse perspectives. Sharing the White Wood Story required a broader vision of 'truth', one that
welcomes in all voices to be honoured in sharing their stories. Creating spaces for this to happen is needed more
than ever today as our societies become increasingly polarised and motivated by fear. Lack of awareness creates
conflict, and there is to me little more powerfully healing than gathering in difference and acknowledging the
perspectives of others.
As winter set in I lay the elements out and began to dream. The story that emerged comprised of 5 short tales,
each exploring a different perspective on the creation of The White Wood as well as a theme of peace in the
context of the Huntly area - freedom (told by ants); regeneration (told by trees); home (told by the land); faith (told
by light); and vision (told by children). The crucible for the stories were two containers... the place -the White Wood
itself, and time - 300 years from now when the oak trees will be fully grown and stand in a great circle of
remembrance. Despite a strong form, this presented it's own problems. How to paint the picture of this future time,
as well as the practical challenge of trying to tell a story in the future tense when folk tales all dwell in the past, as
well as how to share it in a way that could be engaging for any age and locality.
Once formed, I then shared the story in as many contexts as possible - from brownies to Huntly writers,
classrooms to woodlands. I performed a number of times solo, as well as with the support of Moroccan Gembri
player Omar Afif, primary shadow puppeteers, Gordon secondary school performers and dancers Petra and Lyra,
where I performed direct in the White Wood itself. Alongside this I led 12 workshops which delved into the
particular themes within the story where people could creatively contribute to the story and discuss it's relevance in
their own lives. A couple of particularly effective sessions included creating a giant willow stags head which we
burned with the scouts, and taking 50 12 year olds to become reporters and interview the lime trees surrounding
their school. One session with primary 7's I asked the class to form small groups and collaboratively create an
image of a peaceful world. They then moved as groups to another image and were invited to 'wage war' on that
world, and I watched as they joyously burned down the houses and left oceans as pools of blood. Finally I asked
them to return to their original image, and they were horrified to find their peaceful world completely destroyed.
The final stage was to regenerate their land... planting trees where bodies lay, rebuilding ruins, turning bombs into
birds. They then wrote visions for the future with the recognition of all that had already been lost. It was exercises
like these that really embedded the teachings of the story in a new way, inviting people to claim it as their own and
step into their role in creating the peaceful future we all long for.

Alongside this journey of creating the story, I was also engaging in ways ecology and peace on a local level also
play out in the global context. December 2015 marked COP21, the seminal global climate negotiations in Paris. In
support of action to combat climate chaos we created a local event to gather around concerns and share some
inspiring projects that offer local solutions. I shared a piece of the ancient epic of Gilgamesh, where our hero looks
over an ocean of death and makes his choice about how he journeys on, for destruction or regeneration. We had
some brilliant speakers, and it was inspiring to me to see people from the area united in their commitments to
sustainability.
Another big part of the project was to cycle all the way from the White Wood to Paris for COP21 carrying one of
the original oak saplings. We created postcards inviting passing strangers to imagine the world the tree will see in
300 years, planned the route and I was all set to go. Then the Paris attacks happened. Suddenly the urgency to
make connections between peace and ecology, between the violence escalating in the world and the need to
make peace with place and people felt so much more urgent. I hoisted a white flag on my bike and set off. On the
way I spoke to as many people as I could about peace. Not the anger, fear and retaliation rife in the media, but
peace. After an epic journey of ice and hail, remote mountain and urban sprawl I arrived in Paris alongside 130
others who had cycled from London. We triumphantly cascaded past the Arc du Triumph, and it really felt like
people power would be the change needed to meet this global crises head on. The small oak now rests in a small
peach orchard in the outskirts of the city, marking a thread that runs all the way back to Huntly and The White
Wood. A symbol of peace both with nature and across humanity.
Ghandi once said that if we are to make peace we must start with the children. To share diverse stories of care
and model a different way of being that invites connection over fear and separation. This project has been a

deeply humbling journey, meeting local people of every age and hearing their perspectives and visions. The
project would not have been possible without the extraordinary commitment of the Deveron Arts team, in particular
to the skill and attention of Rachael who supported my ambitious visions right through the year. Huge gratitude is
also required for the teachers, historians, students, care home residents and other community members that
contributed to the creation of The White Wood Story. It has been a privilege to be a part of this visionary project.
There is little that is certain about our future, but the kindness I experienced in Huntly has offered me hope in the
truth that we create our future. Who knows, perhaps in 300 years the story will be lived in the White Wood,
standing as testament to the generations that stood for a different, more peaceful future.
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[Story Part 1]

*

300 years to grow… 300 years to stand... 300 years to
die…
Many years from now there will stand a wood. At it’s
centre, should you choose to walk it, you will find a majestic
fellowship of oaks, circling a peaceful glade. A place of old, wild
promises. The creatures, trees, land and light of that place will
hold the memory of it’s creation. It’s story will be painted with
lichen on winters shining limestone, and migrating skeins of
geese will honk its wisdom across budding spring’s canopy.
Summer’s setting glimmers will mark it’s flourishing, and
curling leaves will sing it to the wind in autumns cascade.
Listen. Can you can hear the whispers of that future
forest? It’s singing to you, longing for you to hear its story…
2 (L) FINISH
TEXT

[Introduction - text above picture on both pages]
If we are to reach real peace in this world… we will have to
begin with the children - Mahatma Gandhi
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[Story Part 2]

*
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300 years from now, on a day when the words you read *
will long lie rotted in the earth but live in the spirit of that time to
come… you will find an old gray stone town. At the edge of this
town you will find a tall metal fence, and beyond it, the edge of a
vast woodland.
On this future day three children walk to the fence. They
stand at the edge the world they know and peer deep into the wild
darkness beyond. Every day they come here, but on this future
day they see something... there, within the shadows, a light! A
distant glint at first, like some dying star, becoming brighter as it

moves towards them. They gasp in wonder as they realise that
what they see is a great, glistening stag. The White Hart. His
antlers seem to entwine with the forest canopy. His ancient fur is
tangled. His stare speaks. “Come with me… the White Wood is
calling”.
On this future day three curious children, six fumbling
feet and thirty trembling toes squeeze through the fence and take
the first steps beyond the world they know. The radiance of the
White Hart will guide them deeper and deeper...
...into the wild heart of the unknown.
After some time the children clamber up a hillside and
descend into a clearing where the illuminated white hart halts his
pilgrimage. The children find themselves encircled by seven
great oak trees, twisted bark a-shimmering as the sunlight drapes
itself across their generous canopy. At the foot of each tree sits
pale stones, scrawled with the chalky bodies of ancient sea
creatures. A rhythmic flutter of ashen wings high above cast
shadows on the forest floor blanketed with wood anemone like
freshly fallen snow.
“ The White Wood”, whisper the children. They sense
that they know this place somehow, as if they have journeyed
there in faded dreams.
“What is this place?” asks one child, turning to where the
stag had stood, but he is gone. They are alone, and the White
Wood extends its circle of silence around them.
In the serenity of the clearing the children’s senses
expand and they begin to notice something new. Dead leaves
rustle below with the arduous journeys of insects. The oaks
canopy high above sing with the wind. The land beneath their
feet quietly trembles deep magmas molten memory. The Light
streaming between veiled canopy warms the children’s curious
faces. They sense that the creatures, the trees, the land and the
light of the White Wood wish to tell their story.
This is what they will say...
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Story part 3
The Tale of The Creatures
Our story began long ago, deep underground, inside soft
white eggs. It was dark and we were alone. We burst out and
found ourselves surrounded by other ants just like us. Our
people. We worked hard to make this place our own. We dug
underground gullies to help falling water run clear, we put up
walls to protect from invasion and cleared the land of the dying.
We helped life in this place to flourish. When the day’s work was
done we would climb up the rough-barked sky paths until we
reached beyond the canopy. Our eyesight is poor, but up there
we could sense space all around and feel a cool light high
above... the moon. The high air seemed to go on forever, and we
felt free.

*

Then they came. They called them slave-making ants.
They told us they had come to help. To free us. But they made us
leave our land in the name of their own greedy control and took
our children to work for them. We had to live on the edges far
from our homes. Many that resisted were killed. In time my
people forgot what it meant to be free, to create lives for
themselves without the oppression of our masters.
But there are those of us that still do not forget. We
remember the cool caress of Moon on our backs, and of the
space high above where anything feels possible. We know that as
long as we continue to tell our story, there is a part of us that will
always be free.
This is the story of the White Wood.
14

Words of Freedom
Breath in Autumn morning
Free to warm the world
Spring breathing on the other side
Murmuring silence of the country
Wet grass living under hands
Cold wind blowing through hair
Opening and stepping into air
Dancing all directions
Spectating cows
[Add description about Renga and friday lunch]
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Story Part 4
The Tale of The Trees
Our story began long ago, many years before the birth of
any insignificant creature. The forest that once stood here was a
kingdom of wonders. Ash, oak, pine and birch were our
ancestors. Their roots were deep and their canopy was full of
song.
Then gossip began to circle, first as a whisper on the
wind, then as cries from southern crows: “war, war, war” they
cawed. These were the games of strange humans, and my people
knew things would never be the same again.

*
*

They came to this place and cut every last one of our
people from their roots. They lined them up one by one, and
marched them off to join the great battle beyond the sea. There
they were set to work creating a city of destruction. They saluted
in trenches, propping up hundreds of miles of mud. They lay as
bridges for the humans to march across, as huts for them to lay
their heads, as boxes to store their weapons. My people were
proud to be serving their land. But none returned. The war was
nearly lost because of the death of them. There they lay, splinters
in the fog.
Faraway from the battlefield this hillside lay a barren
wasteland. Over time the surviving humans returned and rooted
young trees in neat rows. Still, nothing was the same.
Then one day, amid ruined streets of a distant city known
as Kessel, bombs stopped falling, and in their place… acorns,
twisting skyward not as explosions but as 7,000 majestic oak
trees. They transformed that place so much that the very air of
the city was clean again. A new story. Humans came from across
the globe to take shelter under their branches, and long for leaf
when winters came. One of these journeyers gathered acorns to
plant far from that city here in this very place.
That is what we are.
We stand together as the children of past destruction,
proudly circling this place of peace for all those that seek our
shelter.
This is the story of the White Wood.
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[can edit down to the best - depends what will fit on a page]
Interviews with a Tree
The Gordon Schools english pupils were told the Tale of the
Trees, before being invited by Ben Mali to conduct interviews
with the lime trees that surround their schools. Their responses
were certainly creative!
Tell us about how you were born.
I was planted by a fat man that works in Asda part time.
How has your life been so far?
My life has been good.I have seen how the world has
evolved. It has changed so much and I feel lucky to be in a
position to see it all.
Did growing roots hurt?
No, it just tickled.
What do you like about summer?
I like it when birds land on me. I like to make them feel
welcome
What is your favourite thing to do?
My favourite thing to do is sway in the wind. I enjoy
doing this because it helps me get my mind off things. For a tree
this is like going for a walk.
Do you have ranks of society in your life?

[Images of waving tree
and chainsaw on lined
paper - yet to be
photgraphed]

Yes, yes we do. I am on the higher end of society and all
the trees really like me because i’m so hip.
How do you feel when another tree gets cut down?
It’s upsetting. It’s like seeing a murder
Do you have any friends?
Not really but i’m not lonely
Are you jealous of other plants, i.e. mango tree?
I am meant to be this way. I am content like this.
What do you think of humans?
Most of them can’t look after wildlife. They can be mean
sometimes. For some of them I can be something for them to tell
about their life. I like it when they do that.
What disappoints you about the world?
How antisocial the world has become and how younger
citizens have become more with their phones than nature.
What is your greatest fear?
Seeing the world die before I do.
19
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Story Part 5
The Tale of The Land
Our story began long ago, in a time when my great globe
skin was covered in ocean. Deep… toxic... dark. It was an age of
chaos and violence. Then, through the waters began to squirm
the smallest creatures. As they swam, the poisonous metals in the
water was sucked into their bodies, and when they died their
bodies sank to the dark depths, where they reached my
welcoming body. The weight of ages pressed them deeper into
me. Into stone.
I am those ancient bones.
I lay waiting there for an eternity, long after the waters
fled, and memory sunk deeper. In time humans came and carved
up me up first in their minds, and then with deep trenches that
ran across my skin like scars. My peaceful grass hairs were
trodden into a land of mud and wire. They called me Lochnagar
Alley, because of the number of Scottish feet trudging above.
From this alley they tunneled deeper inside me, digging out the

*
*

white bones of the sea and filling me with explosives. Above,
thousands of lives sat waiting in fear. The clothes they wore were
different.
There was a moment of silence, and then the loudest
sound that humans had ever created erupted from inside me. The
whole Earth heaved and flared, a tremendous and magnificent
column rose up in the sky, higher and higher. There I hung for a
moment like the silhouette of some great Cypress Tree, before
falling away in a widening cone of dust and debris.
That was just the beginning of the destruction. Mud made
red with the spilt dreams of discarded futures.
Time past. My skin, disfigured with bones, mud and
metal, grew green once more.
Then one day many small children clambered into my
crater, and gathered my ancient sea creature bodies. In pockets
they carried me over land and sea and land again to this very
spot on which you now stand. Here I was planted, and my sea
creature bones fed the trees and helped them grow strong.
My journey from chaos to peace has led me here. I am the
page on which the tale of this place is written.
This is the story of the White Wood.
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Story Part 6
The Tale of The Light
My story begins long ago, long before creatures crawled,
trees grew or land swam. It was the beginning of all time. There
was only the dark then, an empty void of nothingness.
Then I was born. A word, a song, an idea. With mighty
force I reached out and made everything you know, everything
you are. I have seen endless lives come and go. I have seen
forests grown from deserts burn to the ground. I have seen great
mountains rise from oceans and dissolve into dust. I am the glint
in the eye of a newborn child, I am the idea that builds great
civilisations, and I am the explosions that turn them to ashes. A
single life means little to me.
Looking at times to come I do not know if humans will
live to see a bigger tomorrow or destroy themselves in greed and
ignorance, but one thing I know for certain is that a bright light
will always create a shadow, a darkness that hides beyond the
reach of my light. The brighter the light, the darker the shadow
becomes when we choose to hide from seeing it.
In a time of shadow not too long ago, humans came to
this place, and together with muddy fingers they planted trees. I
saw them as they smiled and worked away digging their dreams
for a more peaceful future.
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They were shining.
For you see, just as the the moon reflects me, so too can
humans make the choice to bring light to the darkest of places.
This is the story of the White Wood.
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Faith and Peace
Reflections gathered from local people of faith
[Text over picture - 1. Above shadow puppets]
“As for peace… it’s such a difficult subject. Here in the
church we pray every Sunday and the list gets longer and longer.
You can have peace through just giving in but that’s not peace
really. Or you can have peace and stand up for what you believe
in, but this may not actually lead to peace either. It’s so difficult.”
[2. Below Shadow Puppets]
“When I come in on a Sunday it’s far from quiet. We
have an enthusiastic organist, and the noise is incredible... but I
feel when I arrive here that i’ve come home. It’s a refuge, and
you hope to find peace in a refuge. I like the church when there is
no one else here. You can pray anywhere, in the underground, in
the most appalling racket, but it is much easier to think about
God in silence or the beauty of the countryside and places like
The Bin forest with the birds, the wind and the rain. My peace is
in silence. It gives you the space just to be”.
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Story Part 7
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When the children had sensed all the stories the White
Wood wished to tell them, they thanked them for their shelter,
their wisdom and their courage. But as the sun begins to set they
realise that they are cold, they are hungry, and that they are far
from home. They call out to the White Wood to help guide them
back, but the place will not listen. Instead, the children’s senses
are flooded with a cacophony of rumbles, creakings, shudders…
From amongst leaf mulch, the ants mutter “my people
made this soil, we know every rock, plant and creature in this
wood. Ours is the real story of this place”
Trees begin to swing their branches, screeching “What?!
We have restored this place, brought life back here. We have
seen thousands of creatures like you come and go. Ours is the
real story, not yours”
With a force that knocks the children to their knees in
fear, Land groans, “yours is not the truth. I am the home of you
all, your roots, your body. Mine is the true story of this place.”
The clouds will part then, and the moon surges into the
clearing. “You think you know the story of this place? Ignorant
fools. I am the truth. Follow my way or you will all perish.”
The light of the moon shines down onto the land with
such force that the soil sizzles and burns. The land tightens
around the trees roots, squeezing them so hard they swing their
branches in pain. The creatures clamber to stay amongst the
canopy, and the children will be afraid. The noise will grow

Double page full b&w

louder and louder…
“LISTEN!” cries the youngest child through the chaos.
“You all speak of peace, but all I see between you is hatred and
jealousy. Can you not see that all your stories are true?!”
The child will step forward to tell their story then, and the
White Wood will listen.
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Story Part 8
The Story of the Children
Our story begins long ago. It is a tale that our mothers
told us, and their mothers before them, going back to a time
known as The Great War. In these times geese made their home
in our town. They would nest in almost every house. There were
so many that when they flew above the houses all life would be
embraced by their chorus of honks and beating wings. They
brought joy of those days.
When the cry of war was heard from the south, Geese
called each other to arms and gathered in the square. Together
they flew to join the great battle in the sky.
But there were five that stayed behind. They were hissed
at by the people, who plucked their feathers as they passed, and
refused to welcome them into their homes. They stayed for a time,
and then one day they were gone. Though the people watched the
skies, the geese never returned.
They knew that there are as many stories as there are
tellers, and each of them has the right to be heard. To fight takes
courage, but there is no braver act than to turn towards the
winds of peace in a time of war.
It is said that on a quiet morning you can still hear their
mournful cry and beating wings on the wind, and that when
peace returns to this place, so too will those that fly on the winds
of a different dream.
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Story Part 9
A silence settles. The oak trees stand deep in thought, and
the stars twinkle serenely. It is as if a web extends between all
life in the White Wood once more.
Then, from the darkness of the undergrowth emerges the
White Hart. In the moonlight he shines even brighter now, as if
processing with a thousand burning candles nestled in his antlers.
The children rush to his side, running their fingers through his
silvery coat. His eyes speak to them his final words.
“We thank you, children. With your wisdom and courage
you have welcomed the return of peace to this place. For many
years I have been the keeper of this wood, but I cannot restore

this balance alone, for although I stand here now for amity, I was
once the greatest warrior this land has ever known. These ageing
antlers have clashed with many enemies. This crooked back has
held the weight of battles beyond counting. I am tired, and I am
old. You have called in a new era of the White Wood, and with it
I must say goodbye to this life and return to the place that I came
from.”
The great stag lowers his frail body to the ground, and the
light of the great stag begins to fade. The children weep for the
loss of their friend and guide, but as the land reaches up and takes
him into the fabric of that place, they see above that the stars
begin to shimmer and shape their own story. The children ghasp
in awe of the light reflected in their eyes.
Ant, with its waxen back, then calls all creatures from the
depths and the heights to lift the ancient chalk of the land and
form a circle at the centre of the clearing. The oaks bend their
canopy down, snapping off dead branches that tumble into the
circle of stones. Finally, The light of the moon shines it’s light
into the branches and ignites a small flame.
The children’s fire.
It won’t be long before the children find their way from
the White Wood back to the edge of the wild. It won’t be long
after that until they will speak of their adventures to their wideeyed people. And it won’t be long after that until many shall
break down the fences and return to celebrate that place of peace
once more.
But in this time, 300 years from now… let the children
stay in that place, illuminated by the light of the fire. Let them
warm their hands. Let them laugh and remember, and let them
tell stories in this White Wood.
Dreamings a peaceful future.
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About the Project - Written by Rachael/Claudia
[Include about Anne Murray and Caroline Wendling]
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